
FAQ

What is Identity Finder?
Can the ISO see the data that is found by the ID Finder scan?
Where can I find a copy of Case Western Reserve University’s SSN Policy?
What type of data is included in Restricted information?
Does Identity Finder work with Windows Vista?
Does Identity Finder work with Mac?
How much configuration must I do after installation of ID Finder?
What do I do with the results after the scan is complete?
If I shred a file that I later need, is there any way to get it back?
What do I do if I need a file that contains Restricted data?
What does the Vault do?
What data are reported to the Management Console of ISO?
I use Thunderbird as my email client.  Will my messages be scanned?
Is ID Finder available for students or for home use?
How do I find all the computers that are registered to me?
 
 
What is Identity Finder?
 
Identity Finder (aka ID Finder or IDF), works like an anti-virus product.  The client software installs locally, and
communicates logs to a management reporting console operated by the Information Security Office (ISO).  It
scans local and external storage media (hard drives) for patterns that match Social Security Numbers (SSN’s),
Credit Card Numbers (CCN’s), password files, and other potentially sensitive information that could lead to
the risk of identity theft.  Identity Finder can find various types of this data, but Case is most interested in the
remediation of old SSN data and Credit Card Numbers.

Can the ISO see the data that is found by the ID Finder scan?

No.  While the existence and nature of the data is reported to the management console, the data itself and
the individual to whom it belongs is not revealed.

Where can I find a copy of Case Western Reserve University’s SSN Policy?

Please go to http://www.case.edu/its/security/docs/ssn_usage.html for the latest information on the SSN
Policy.

What type of data is included in Restricted information?

* legal investigations conducted by the university

* internal audit and compliance data (integrity)

* tenure committee working data (pre-selection)

* electronic personal health information (ePHI)

* social security numbers associated with a person's name

* birth date associated with a person's name

* credit card transaction data

* Case Network ID in combination with associated passwords (note that the Case Network ID by itself is Public

information)

* intellectual property, trade secrets, technical data supporting technology transfer agreements (before

public disclosure decisions have been made)

* proprietary information entrusted to the University by agreements with third parties
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* detailed information pertaining to university incidents which must not be disclosed until approved by

Marketing & Communications

* any information designated in writing by the VP of Information Technology/CIO

 

Does Identity Finder work with Windows Vista?

Yes.  When you install ID Finder, you will get a message that says “An unidentified program wants to access
your computer…”  Click Allow to proceed with the installation.

Does Identity Finder work with Mac?

Yes.  Identity Finder works with Mac OS X versions 10.4 and higher on Intel-based software systems.

How much configuration must I do after installation of ID Finder?

None.  The ITS staff at Case has already created default settings for finding restricted data on your machine.

What do I do with the results after the scan is complete?

Users are expected to remove all SSN data from files that appear in the scan results.  The simplest method is
to use the "Shred" function to overwrite the files.

If I shred a file that I later need, is there any way to get it back?

No, once you shred it, it is overwritten.  You should look closely at data you shred.  If you use Carbonite to
back up your files, you may be able to recover shredded files, depending on the backup cycle.

What do I do if I need a file that contains Restricted data?

Since SSN’s have been removed from the official academic workflow, you should redact the SSN’s from the
files.  The Windows version has a utility that “scrubs” the SSN’s from files.  Mac users need to manually
remove SSN’s from files.

What does the Vault do?

The Vault function creates an encrypted version of the file, with an Identity Finder-specific file extension. 
Identity Finder must be used to decrypt the file.

What data are reported to the Management Console of ISO?

Each client reports the computer name, the time scans were run, and aggregate results about how much
sensitive data was found, shredded, scrubbed, or encrypted.  No sensitive data are sent to the server.

I use Thunderbird as my email client.  Will my messages be scanned?

Yes, and it is important to note that if restricted data is found in a message, the message should be deleted
manually.  Thunderbird does not separate email messages as individual files.  Therefore shredding the file
may also shred all of your Thunderbird email on your client. 

Is ID Finder available for students or for home use?

Students will be permitted one download of Identity Finder Home Edition.  Faculty and staff who wish to
purchase the software for personal use can get it through the Case Software Center for $10.00.

How do I find all the computers that are registered to me?

The Case Network Registration Lookup tool permits you to see what computers have been registered to your
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Case ID.  It is found at https://its-services.case.edu/NetworkTools/IPDB/systemLookup.html.
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